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How does Wikipedia 
reflect the world?





How does Wikipedia 
reflect notable 

people of the world?





How does Wikipedia 
reflect the notable 
women of Africa?





Together we are making an impact!

“These initiatives are starting to show their effects. 
[...] we analysed the most recent data that we could 
find - comparing the numbers of articles written 
about Europe and Africa - and saw something 
remarkable. Instead of 20 European articles for 
every African one, the gap had reduced to ten to 
one. Wikipedia is starting to better reflect the 
world we live in.”

Martin Dittus and Mark Graham
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/wikipedia-inequality-pay-editors

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/wikipedia-inequality-pay-editors


Martin Dittus - Knowledge Equity and Spatial Justice on Wikipedia, Keynote, Wikimania 2018



Project Wikimousso 
en Côte d’Ivoire

Dominique Eliane
Project: Atelier Wikidata et soirée contributive…
Affiliation: Wikimedia Côte d’Ivoire
Objectif : Combler le fossé du genre sur wikidata



Atelier de formation 
wikidata et soirées 
contributives
❖ Organisation d’un atelier de 

formation sur l’utilisation de 
wikidata 

Objectif : Donner aux participant 
tous les outils nécessaire à 
l’utilisation de Wikidata

CC BY - SA 2.0, Yasield

❖ 3 soireées contributives

- 35 participants dont 40% de femmes
- 238 articles féminins créés et modifiés 

sur wikidata

CC BY - SA 2.0, Yasield



Project Wiki Loves 
WOmen au Cameroun

Georges Fodouop
Affiliation: Wikimedia Cameroun



Wiki Loves Women in 
Cameroun

Launched in 2016. Since then 
* mostly training women (25 in 2019)
* InterwikiWomen Collaboration (over 
21 articles translated from armenian)

 * Participation to Art & Feminism

Over 70 % of women in the 
UserGroup were recruited from the 
WLW training sessions



Wiki Loves Women in 
Uganda

Erina Mukuta & Alice Kibombo...
Project: Wiki Loves Women

Affiliation: Wikimedia Community 
User Group Uganda



Problem(s)
● Limited coverage of women 

in various media formats 
● Lack of variety in the 

coverage (selective or 
myopic) even on Wikipedia 
itself

● Partnerships (identifying 
,forming and sustaining) 

.

CC BY - SA 2.0, Bengt Nyman



Execution
● Created and contributed to 

consultative lists that were used 
(Women in Red, Curated list of 
women with)

● Use of the media(radio) to 
highlight the issue in different 
parts of the country

● Edit-a-thons targeting specific 
professional demographics (they 
know who their people are)

● Identifying and forming both long 
and short term partnerships 

CC BY - SA 2.0, Bengt Nyman



Results 
● Increased enrolment and 

participation of editors
● Enrolment of previously 

not-thought of demographics
● Editors able to contribute in 

Luganda thus spreading the 
reach

● Spread over the country
● Increased awareness of  other 

Wikimedia projects especially 
Wikidata

● Re-definition of partnerships 
(possible with individuals who 
have access to networks) CC BY - SA 2.0, Bengt Nyman



Women of the Wiki
In Ghana

Stella
Project: Women of the Wiki

Affiliation: OFWA
Anything you think relevant...



the Wiki

Problem(s)
Content Gap

Notability issues

Interest for Volunteerism (time)

Women of the Wiki
In Ghana



here's what we came up with, or tried 

We started the campaigns early using social media

For the new contributors, before the event we had done research on the notable women and provided links to the 
ones we could find to make learning easier for them. 

We invited friends who were in the media to experience first hand the challenges we faced because they were not 
talking about this notable women in our society.



this was the result 

Compared to the previous year we had more articles created and more participation.

Also we had more male participation as-well, because they realise the need to add more content.

Some media houses have began to see the importance of writing about women or projecting women how are 
notable 



Gender Gap Projects in 
Nigeria

Sam Oyeyele
Affiliation: Wikimedia UG Nigeria



● Wiki Loves Women

● Wiki Women Radio Program

● Wikigap events

● Gender-based events.



Gender Gap Projects in 
Mediterranean area





THANK YOU!


